"Deanna Abramski" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"joshua aden" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Quentin Albright" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Ben Angelo" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Zoe Baumann" - 6 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Sean Borne" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Andrew Branen" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Caitlyn Buswell" - 3 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Eric Callahan" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Austin Carsh" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Ali Cavagnaro" - 580 votes

"Lisa Chong" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Alex Churchman" - 454 votes

"Annie Corkery" - 528 votes

"Tyler Curtis" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)
"Andrew Damitio" - 410 votes

"Lyndsey Dixon" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Emily Doerfler" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"LeCarpetron Dookmerriot" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Ben Dover" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Madelyn Duer" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Malik Ensley" - 0 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Sierra Ferber" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Corey Fisher" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Gary Fredricson" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Mark Geniza" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Padraig Gillen" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Tyger Gruber" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Donald Handeland" - 0 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Justin Hazelton" - 458 votes

"Andrew Holt" - 3 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"C3PO Human-Cyborg Relations" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)
"Justyn Jacobs" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Hunter Johnson" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Rawls Johnson" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Evan Jones" - 433 votes

"Max Jurgenson" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Eric Kamke" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Thomas E. Kelley Jr." - 392 votes

"Ryan Khalife" - 472 votes

"Garrett Kitamura" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Josey Koehn" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Joanna Kubes" - 546 votes

"Travis Lamb" - 511 votes

"Nathan Lausman" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"David Lax" - 411 votes

"Terrance Lee" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Spencer Lennon" - 454 votes

"Jimmy Lewis" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Dylan Malpass" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Taylor Martin" - 3 votes
(Write-in candidate)
"William Maurer" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Ryan Maza" - 485 votes

"Pope McHenry" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Claire McMorris" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Beverly Miller" - 504 votes

"Donielle Miller" - 514 votes

"Lillie Miller" - 595 votes

"Donielle Miller" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Glenn Miller" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Jacob Minten" - 18 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Jacob Mitten" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Brandl Moniz" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Savannah Montgomery" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Mickey Mouse" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Parker Murphy" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Seth Nelson" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Kevin Nguyen" - 602 votes

"Scott Niman" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Nick Odeman" - 1 vote
"Natalie Olmos" - 513 votes
"Trevor Olsen" - 1 vote
"Thomas Olson" - 408 votes
"Thomas Olson" - 1 vote
"James Palmiter" - 523 votes
"Hadrien Parentela" - 1 vote
"Caitlin Pellerin" - 1 vote
"Dante Perone" - 1 vote
"lyhndi Petty" - 1 vote
"Lindi Petty" - 1 vote
"Lyndi Petty" - 5 votes
"Skylar Peven" - 2 votes
"Henry Prosser" - 1 vote
"Aj Qualls" - 1 vote
"mason rouches" - 1 vote
"Teric Sargeant " - 1 vote
"Sean Scully" - 16 votes
"Rishi Seshadri" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Amir Hamzah Shaarifuddin" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Trey Simmons" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Luke Skywalker" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Nick Steele" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Nick Steele" - 471 votes

"Max Strand" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Kourtney Sundheim" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Sarah Szot" - 553 votes

"Parker Thayer" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Baxter The dog" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Chance The Rapper" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Popeye the sailorman" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Graham Thomas" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Austin Tipton" - 23 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Donald Trump" - 3 votes
(Write-in candidate)

"Kevin Turkington" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)

"Raven Waldron" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)
"Johnny Ye" - 2 votes
(Write-in candidate)
"Johnny Yee" - 1 vote
(Write-in candidate)
"Ethan Zickel" - 3 votes
(Write-in candidate)
"{Total Abstentions}" - 1046 abstentions

# This marks the end of votes.